I INTRODUCTION
The finite-difference finite-time (FDTD) method was introduced by Yee in 1966 for the purpose of modeling electromagnetic wave propagation. 1 The method is simple to implement and can readily be applied to other types of wave propagation phenomena, e.g., refs. 2, 3.
Modeling scattering from continuously curved boundaries with the traditional FDTD method requires a stair-step representation of those boundaries because the field update equations use material properties defined only at discrete spatial locations. When performing such modeling, using a finer discretization, i.e., reducing the spatial step size, will yield more accurate results; however, refining the grid increases the computational resource requirements. For example, when modeling a three-dimensional problem, if the grid step size is reduced by one half, the required computer memory increases by a factor of eight and the time required to solve the problem increases by a factor of 16. Due to limited computational resources, finer grid discretizations might not be practical and instead a coarser grid will have to be used and the resulting lower accuracy tolerated.
In this paper we introduce a locally conformal method for modeling rigid boundaries in acoustic FDTD simulations. Rigid boundaries have been used in various models including that of the human head. 4, 5 An FDTD model of a rigid human head has been reported 6 where a stair-step representation was used.
The algorithm presented here uses special update equations for the pressure nodes adjacent to rigid boundaries while using regular update equations for all other nodes (including velocity nodes). The algorithm can be implemented with minimum effort, and it is found that the solution accuracy is improved significantly. Locally conformal methods for pressure-release surfaces have also been developed and can be found in the literature. 7 The locally conformal pressure-release schemes are only pertinent to the case of Dirichlet boundary conditions. Although they are similar in concept to the approach described here, they do not apply to the Neumann boundary conditions
where
the velocity, © the density, and the speed of sound. The density and speed may both be inhomogeneous.
To solve a problem using the FDTD method, we begin by replacing the derivatives with finite differences. Figure 1 shows a Cartesian grid arrangement of nodes that can be used for this re- This arrangement of offset nodes allows the calculation of pressures from velocities at a previous time, and the calculation of velocities from these updated pressures. This alternating calculation is repeated for each successive time step as the simulation is run from an initial time to a final time. By replacing the derivatives with finite differences according to the node arrangement shown in Fig. 1 , the following (traditional) update equations can be obtained from the governing differential equations (1) and (2):
where the superscripts represent the temporal index, and the arguments the spatial indices. These update equations require that material properties change only at discrete locations. This implies that continuous boundaries have to be represented in a stair-step fashion.
The conformal technique presented here is similar to the one presented by Dey and Mittra for modeling perfect conductors in three-dimensional electromagnetic simulations. 9 We begin by integrating Eq. (1) over a volume , which is bounded by a surface
The integration can now be applied to a unit cell in the FDTD grid, centered on the pressure node at g h 8 I p ¢ 8 q ) r , which is intersected by an arbitrary rigid boundary, as shown in Fig. 2 . In applying the integration, note that the normal component of velocity is zero over the rigid boundary, so the surface integral over that area is zero. Velocities are assumed constant over the portion of each face that lies outside the rigid boundary and the pressure is assumed constant throughout the cell volume which is outside the boundary. Carrying out the integration with these assumptions yields:
is the cell volume outside the rigid boundary and 
This equation is used to update only the pressure in unit cells that are intersected by a rigid boundary. The velocity nodes adjacent to these pressure nodes are updated with Eqs. (4)- (6) since no special treatment is required. Furthermore, all other fields outside the rigid boundary are updated with the usual update equations Eqs. (3)- (6). If Eq. (9) is applied to a unit cell that is totally outside the rigid boundary, it can easily be shown that Eq. (9) Once a cell is identified as being intersected by a boundary, its volume and areas can be calculated using a simple summation process. This process begins by subdividing a cell into smaller sub-cells, as illustrated in Fig. 3 . The next step is to count all sub-cells that have their center outside the boundary. The total number is then used to determine the volume g i h 8 V p ¢ 8 q % r . Similarly, to find the face areas
, the centers of all the squares on a particular cell face which result from the subdivision of the cell can be checked to see if they lie outside the rigid boundary. Their total number is then used to determine the areas
Note that the subdivision of cells is in Eq. (9). The subdivision scheme described here merely requires a routine that can determine if a point is inside or outside the rigid boundary. If more detailed geometric information were needed, a different technique, such as analytic integration over the specified boundary, could be used to determine the geometric parameters. However, given the simplicity of the subdivision scheme and given a sufficiently fine level of subdivisions, it is anticipated that the subdivision approach will be preferable to the alternatives.
Stability of an FDTD simulation is another consideration that needs to be addressed. For propagation in a Cartesian grid, stability is ensured if
For a uniform grid this reduces to,the volume ¦ g h 8 V p ¢ 8 q ) r is less then a certain minimum value 
III RESULTS
The rigid-boundary conformal algorithm has been tested on a rigid sphere which is depicted as a staircased boundary in 
where the prime indicates differentiation with respect to the argument. 
IV CONCLUSION
The use of a stair-step representation of curved rigid boundaries in FDTD simulations can produce significant errors. The conformal method presented here requires modified pressure update equations only for cells adjacent to the boundary. The method is simple to implement and requires a negligible increase in memory relative to a traditional solution with the same discretization. The method does require a reduction in the Courant number to ensure stability and this can increase run-time. However, the increased accuracy of the conformal technique does offer the option of trading some accuracy (via use of a coarser discretization) for improved run time. This method was shown to produce improved results for scattered pressure from a rigid sphere and similar improvements can be expected for other geometries. Though results were not presented here, this method has been applied to other geometries which include both convex and concave surfaces. 
